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Abstract: The time evolution in fission is the starting point
for discussing not only the main mechanism of fission neutron
emission, the evaporation from fully accelerated fragments, but
also possible secondary ones connected with dynamical features of
nuclear fission. "Asymptotic" conditions as relevant for
describing the particle release from highly excited, rapidly
moving fragments are defined. Corresponding statistical model
approaches to fission neutron emission, based on the
adequate consideration of the intricate fragment occurrence
probability, reproduce most of the experimental data. The
remarkable influence of fission modes on neutron observables is
analyzed in the framework of a macroscopic-microscopic scission
point model consistent with energy conservation. Finally, chances
and deficiencies for solving the mechanism puzzle are summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION

The release of neutrons in nuclear fission is strongly

connected with the excitation of single-particle degrees of

freedom in large-scale collective nuclear motions. Nuclear fission

as a total rearrangement reaction of a quantummechanical many-body

system is incompletely understood. Theoretical treatments as

comprehensively reviewed by Moreau et al. /I/ reflect many

capabilities for the qualitative and partially semi-quantitative

description of most of the fission observables, but indicate also

the present deficiencies. A brief characterization of the time

evolution in fission related to particle emission is given in

Section 2.

Experimental together with theoretical studies already

reviewed elsewhere /2,3/ provided the basic understanding of

neutron emission in fission. Accordingly, most of the fission

neutrons are evaporated from fully accelerated fragments. However,

the role of secondary mechanisms is still unclear. Several works

in this field yielded contradictory results. Whereas complex

statistical-model approaches (SMA) based on the evaporation theory

(Heisskopf relation /4/) or the statistical theory of nuclear

reactions (Hauser-Feshbach theory /5/>, but accounting for the

intricate fragment occurrence probability P depending on mass (A)
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and charge (Z) number, total kinetic energy (TKE), excitation

energy E , and angular momentum J, is suitable to reproduce most

of fission neutron observables (Section 3), approaches to

secondary fission neutron emission are qualitative and yield only

estimations of their characteristics (Section 4). The solution of

this mechanism problem requires full-scale SMA calculations in

comparison with complex experimental distributions to be obtained

in multiparameter experiments involving fragment detection in

combination with the spectroscopy of all fragment de-excitation

products (neutrons and j'-rays mainly). Previous analysis

procedures are discussed critically in Section 5.

In the case of sufficiently high incident energy multiple

chance fission and, consequently, pre-fission neutron emission

occurs. The competition between the particle and y-ray emission

channels as well as the fission channel was analyzed in the

framework of a modified Hauser-Feshbach theory including

pre-equilibrium emission /6,7/ and within the evaporation theory

/8/. Recently the statistical multistep reaction theory has been

extended to account for the fission channel in a simple

approximation /9/. In particular, pre-fission neutron emission

includes direct and pre-equilibrium contributions to be discussed

in Section 6.

2. TIME EVOLUTION IN FISSION

2.1. From saddle to scissjon point

An actinide nucleus undergoing fission is characterized by

the variables AFN, Zp^, E F N > Jpn> and projection quantum number
KFN ^ ^ ~ fissioning nucleus). These quantities define its

fissility (ZT?N/A]?N),
 t n e fission probability (mainly via Ep»)> the

angular distribution of fission fragments (depending on J~~ and

K F N) and the occurrence probability P(A,Z,TKE,E*,J). Besides the

influence of the transition states /10/ at both saddle points, the

probability function P is mainly formed during the descent from

the outside saddle point to the scission point. Whereas the

potential energy at all deformation stages can be approximated by

selfconsistent Hartree-Fock calculations /ll/ or the

macroscopic-microscopic method /12/, the time evolution of the

fissioning nucleus and all its dynamic features, which is strongly

related to nuclear inertia and dissipation, is still one of the
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most challenging topics in the field. Both time-dependent

(microscopic) Hartree-Fock (TDHF) calculations / 1 3 / and

macroscopic approaches (based on surface-plus-window dissipation

or stochastic forces diffusing the dynamical paths in phase space

or any other) to fission dynamics /14,15/ have led to quite

different pictures. According to various dynamical calculations

/16-19/, which differ in regard to dissipation mechanism, the

transition time between saddle and scission point is in the order
_o-« —20

of (2 - 6) 10 s. Extreme estimates /17/ ranges up to 1.3 10

s.

Phenomenologically, one can assume that the potential energy

gain between saddle and scission point is the sum of a dissipative

energy E ,. and the kinetic energy of collective degrees of

freedom, whose translational part appears as pre-scission kinetic

energy of the fragments E . The first term give rise to a

scission point temperature r influencing the microscopic terms

of the potential energy. The definition of a scission point is

crucial, since it is not defined by static conditions alone, but

can be understood as random neck rupture /20/, since the rather

small transition time for the descent from saddle to scission

point hiddens the fissioning system to reach equilibrium at

scission point. Scission itselfes corresponds to a rapid change of

nuclear potential. Strong single particle excitations and,

consequently, particle emission at scission seem to be possible

(cf. Section 4.1).

For simplicity, it is, however, useful to formulate a

phenomenological energy balance equation for the scission point

(in the present version without the indication of the explicite

dependence on mass and charge asymmetry, on deformation variables

and rsc)
,*
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where Q is the total energy release for the given fragmentation

(A./AojZ^Z.,). The total intrinsic excitation energy E at
1 A 1 A au.
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scission is assumed as sum of E,. and the excitation energy E R at

the second saddle. The variable F is the potential energy at

scission, whose two parts, the Coulomb potential energy E , and

the deformation energies E. ~(i) of the individual fragments (i),

depend on the deformation (represented by a set of parameters).

Eq. (1) together with the assumption of minimum F at scission may

be used to deduce approximative scission point conditions defining

the partition of the total available energy on both fragments

/21/.

2.2. Post-soission dynamics

Besides the acceleration of the fragments in the Coulomb

field starting with the initial condition E at scission and
pre

resulting in TKE, the deformation energy dissipates into intrinsic

excitation energy of the individual fragments. According to Eq.

(1), E (i) is additionally defined by a certain part of E . This
sc

fraction may be calculated by thermodynamic assumptions /21/. The
time evolution of these simultaneous processes, which occur within

-20about 3 10 s after scission mainly /22/, is not well
understood. At the beginning of the post-scission dissipation,

which immediately follows the descent from saddle to scission

point with the relevant dissipation, states far from equilibrium

conditions are shortly occupied. Accordingly, non-equilibrium

particle emission should be expected (cf. Section IV.2). In

respect to neutron emission during fragment acceleration, the time

evolution of the internal fragment dynamics is of high importance.

That is, since the neutron emission time (corresponding to a

certain fragment kinetic energy) defines emission kinetics and,

therefore, the angular correlations between neutron and fragment.

2.3. "Asymptotic" conditions

Due to the dynamic processes discussed above, the probability

function P depends on time. However, it is useful to define

"asymptotic" conditions achieved after fragment acceleration
-20(effectively finished at about 3 10 s after scission) as well as

dissipation of E, ~ into intrinsic excitation energy distributed

among the single particle degrees of freedom according to

equilibrium. These conditions hold before any de-excitation

process. Hence, we have
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(2)

where f(i) is the fraction of scission point excitation energy

coming to fragment (i). In regard to the probability function

P(A,Z,TKE,E ,J), it is emphasized that for a given nucleon number

partition (A1/A9;Z1/Z9) resulting in a defined Q value, a
if.

distribution in TKE and E appears, where the constraint

Q + E*N = TKE + E E*(i) (4)

i

must be met. For fixed (A1/A,>;Z1/Z9) and TKE, the ratio
# if.
E (1)/E (2) is distributed around an average value due to phase

space conditions /23,24/. Obviously, the "asymptotic" distribution

P(A,Z,TKE,E*,J) is the starting point for a SMA to neutron

evaporation from fully accelerated fragments.

3. NEUTRON EVAPORATION FROM FULLY ACCELERATED FRAGMENTS

3.1. Experimental informations

Fission neutron emission was already found and roughly

explained in 1939, i.e. a short time after the discovery of

nuclear fission (Ref. /25/ and references therein). Stimulated by

urgent nuclear data needs, prompt fission neutron spectra were

measured for various nuclei in the early years of nuclear

technology. They were successfully described in the framework of

rather simple evaporation models assuming emission from fully

accelerated fragments /26-28/. First measurements of angular

correlations between fission fragments and neutrons confirmed the

above assumption of the main emission mechanism. Based on Bohr's

and Wheeler's hypotheses, that "hydrodynamical" distortions at the

scission point should cause a further component, i.e. the

so-called scission neutrons, several groups performed more

sophisticated experiments started in the sixties /29-33/ and

continued until the present time /34-52/. Such measurements

provided data on yields, energy and angular distributions of

fission neutrons in correlation with fragment parameters (A,TKE).

In spite of some different, sometimes contradictory conclusions,
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the most important result of all these works was the verification

of neutron evaporation from fully accelerated fragments as the

main emission mechanism. For secondary mechanisms and problems

related to the analysis of experimental data, see Sections 4 - 5 .

3.2. Statistical—model analysis

The adequate theoretical description of fission neutron

emission should involve the complex fragment occurrence

probability P(A,Z,TKE,E ,J) in order to account for the diversity

of fragment configurations. Neglecting all secondary mechanisms,

i.e. considering "asymptotic" conditions as discussed above, the

standard statistical theory of de-excitation of highly excited

nuclei can be applied to calculate fission neutron characteristics

[multiplicity distributions P(i>) with the average neutron yield v,

double-differential distributions N(E,0) in emission energy E and

angle 0 with reference to light-fragment direction, energy spectra

N(E), as well as their correlation to fragment parameters]. Such a

SMA can be based on the scheme represented below. Here, the

"asymptotic" fragment distribution P(A,Z,TKE,E ,J) is splitted

into P(E*,J:A,Z,TKE) for fixed A, Z, and TKE and P(A,Z,TKE). Note

that cascade emission in steps (i) of different particles « and

r-rays is considered. The centre-of-mass (CMS) spectrum <£>(«) is

represented by the spectral emission width F^s^zE ,J) according

to the Hauser-Feshbach theory /5/:

W = 2 /"»* I Pi<E >J> ~ -tot,-» .. . -tot,,* ,,• <5>
i J n,. n r

rn(*n,E*,J> = <2n P < E * , J ) ) - 1 Z PZ<.UnfJ'} E T " . ( ^ ) , (6)

where p is the level density, and T,. is the transmission

coefficient for angular momentum 1 and channel spin j (o = 1 + s)

with s as the particle spin. Excitation energy U and spin J' of

the rest nucleus after particle emission is given by

respectively (B^ - separation energy of particle n). Starting with
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the initial distribution P ^ Q C E ^ J ) , all Pi(E*,J) for i>1 are

deduced from the distribution of the preceding emission step using

(7). Considering CMS anisotropy due to fragment spin J (calculated
2

either via the Legendre polynoms P,(cos#) /53/ for given 1 or by a

semi-classical approach /54/), one obtains the double differential

probability <p i£n>® :A,Z,TKE) in CMS, which has to be transformed

into the corresponding laboratory system (LS) distribution

N^CE.QrAjZjTKE) on the basis of the kinematic relations

£ - E + E f - 2 (E Ef) cosO, (8.1)

E = s + Ef + 2 {£ Ef)
1/2cos#, (8.2)

P(*,B). (9)

(E~ - fragment kinetic energy per nucleon).

Finally, the total LS emission probability is given by

N (E .© ) = T fdTKE N (E,e:A,Z,TKE) P(A,Z,TKE). (10)
IT 7l Tl la J TC

A , Z

Besides P(A,Z,TKE,E ,J), which is - in most cases - not known

with sufficient accuracy and/or complexity, global descriptions of

nuclear level densities and transmission coefficients for

neutron-rich fission fragments are necessary preconditions for

full-scale calculations following the scheme outlined above.

Level densities: Budtz-Jorgensen and Knitter /51/ analyzed

average level density parameters a(A) for fission fragments on the

basis of experimental multiparameter data. As shown in Fig. 1,

these data can be well described on the basis of a semi-empirical

approach including microscopic effects (shell energy, pairing

energy) /55/. In this calculation, p was deduced as function of

average rest-nucleus excitation energy obtained from cascade

evaporation calculations /23/ and for average pairing energies.

Optical potential: Various global parameterizations /56-59/

of the neutron optical potential were tested /3/ within fission

neutron observables calculations. Fig. 2 represents the course of

the compound-nucleus formation (inverse) cross section obtained
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Fig. 2 Compound-nucleus formation cross section for neutron-rich
fission fragments (global optical potential taken from Ref. /58/)

f o r f i s s i o n f r a g m e n t s i n t h e 8 7 - 1 6 5 m a s s n u m b e r r a n g e . N o t e t h e

r e m a r k a b l e m a s s n u m b e r d e p e n d e n c e a t l o w e n e r g y , w h i c h i s o f

i m p o r t a n c e i n u n d e r s t a n d i n g d i f f e r e n c e s i n d i f f e r e n t i a l n e u t r o n

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s b e t w e e n l i g h t a n d h e a v y f r a g m e n t s , e . g . a t C M S

e n e r g i e s s -* 0 , i . e . f o r E - > - E f a n d © -• 0 . W i t h i n t h e g l o b a l

o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l p a r a m e t e r i z a t i o n , t h e c o n s i d e r a t i o n o f t h e

i s o s p i n d e p e n d e n c e / 5 7 / i s v e r y i m p o r t a n t f o r a p p l i c a t i o n s t o
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neutron-rich fission fragments. However, further uncertainty

factors (range of applicability concerning energy range, mass

number range, reaction channels etc.) do not automatically favour

such types of potential parameterization against others.

As already summarized in /3/, the idealized SMA outlined

above has to be simplified to make it tractable. In particular,

the fragment occurrence distribution is not known in its full
252

complexity (even in the most promising case of Cf(sf)). Hence,

simplifications concern the fragment distribution P(A,Z,TKE,E*,J)

by reducing it to average values of the fragment variables as well

as the evaporation formalism. The following types of fission

neutron models are used:

Hauser-Feshbach models /BO-62/ including the spin dependence

of neutron emission in competition to y-ray and charged particle

release (Eqs. 5-7).

Cascade evaporation models /23,28,52/ based on the Weisskopf

formula, i.e. neglection of spin effects on emission spectra.

Temperature distribution models /8,63/ assuming a

distribution in rest-nucleus temperature instead of a fragment

distribution in E .

Statistical Multistep Compound Theory /52/ based on master

equation approach simulating dissipation after scission point and

accounting for possible non-equilibrium effects (of. Section 4.2).

Any other, more rough models not discussed here.

Besides the fundamental ansatz to describe the emission

spectrum for given A, Z, E (and J), the account for

P(A,Z,TKE,E ,J) to more or less extent gives the possibility to

distinguish between different models.

The Figs. 3-6 represent some examples of calculational

results reproducing experimental data on energy spectra N(E) and
252

double-differential emission distributions N(E,£) for Cf(sf).

The calculations were performed in the framework of either the

Hauser-Feshbach model /62/ or the cascade evaporation (Weisskopf)

model /23,52/ for a rather complex fragment distribution

P(A,TKE,E*) with Z(A) and J(A).
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Fig. 3 The energy spectrum of neutrons from Cf(sf)
represented as percentage deviation D from a reference Maxwellian
distribution with a "temperature" parameter T = 1.42 MeV (dots -
evaluation /64/, lines - cascade evaporation calculation for
global optical potential taken from /58/ as well as for constant
inverse cross section of compound nucleus formation)
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252,Fig. 4 Differential neutron spectra of *""Cf(sf) neutrons at e =
0 and 90 deg (left) and e = 180 deg (right) (circles -
experimental data /65/, lines - cascade evaporation calculation
for several global optical potentials /56-59/ as indicated)
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Fig. 5 Angular distribution of Cf(sf) neutrons at E = 1 MeV
(dots - experimental data /65/, lines - Hauser-Feshbach
calculation for different choices of ^-ray emission width
description /62/)

•s-

Fig. 6 Plot of the double differential distribution of
neutron emission N(E,£) (left - experimental data /65/,
cascade evaporation calculation /52/)

252Cf(sf)
right -
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The CMS neutron spectra are commonly fitted to the ansatz

X + 1
(10)

including the "hardness" or "temperature" parameter T and the

"shape" parameter X.

As discussed elsewhere /66A *• as relevant for low CMS energy

defines the course of the LS N(E,©) distribution for E -» E f and &

-* 0 (i.e. £->0, cf. (8) and (9)). The cascade evaporation model

reproduces fairly well the data deduced from experiment /51/. Note

that (due to the rough approximation of the spectral shape by

(10)) the parameter X deduced from the whole spectrum differs from

the value X obtained by fitting the low-energy spectrum part.

Whereas the first one is determined by the level density

description and P(E ), the second one depends on optical

potential, the degree of cascade emission, and the strength of

r-ray emission at E above neutron separation energy. The Figs.

7-9 represent calculational data in comparison with experimental

ones.

The agreement between experimental data and SMA calculations

confirms the assumption that (at least most of) fission neutrons

are evaporated from fully accelerated fragments. However, the

1.5

1.0

f<

0.5

0.0,'80

i

ooooo BUDTZ-J0RGENSEN/KN1TTER (88)
CEM

100 120 140 160 180

252,
Fig. 7 CMS spectral "shape" parameter \ for ~ Cf(sf)
emission (dots - experimental data /51/, line
evaporation calculation /66/)

neutron
cascade
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Fig. 8 The same as for Fig. 7, but for fixed A
dependence on TKE
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1.0
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A = 108
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Fig. 9 Spectral "shape" parameter \ deduced from the total CMS
252-Cf(sf) neutron spectrum on the one side and fitted to the low-
energy region (1 - 100 keV) on the other side (cascade evaporation
calculation). Note that X > 0.5 (as obtained for low emission
energy) causes a dip in the N(E,0) distribution at E -> Ef and © -*
0 (cf. Fig. 6). r
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Fig 10 Position of the extrema in the scission point potential
energy surface as function of individual fragment deformation s.
These extrema correspond to the so-called fission modes. The
denotation corresponds to that one of Brosa /68/.

180 200

Fig. 11 Average neutron multiplicity versus fragment mass number
for 252-Cf(sf) (dots - experimental data /51/). The abbreviations
indicate the fission modes forming the triple saw-tooth (cf. Fig.
10).

calculational examples shown above were based on fragment

occurrence distributions deduced from experimental data on

fragment yields, neutron multiplicity distributions and fission

>"-rays /23/. The prediction of P(. . .) on theoretical basis

involves rather large uncertainties. Nevertheless, it can be used

for qualitative studies as shown below.
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3.3. Fission modes and their influence on neutron observables

The multimodal fission model by Brosa et al. /67/ predicts

preferred fission channels (corresponding to paths, i.e. ridge

lines, in potential energy surface covering the range from saddle

to scission point). Their appearance is the reason for the

saw-tooth like neutron multiplicity curve £(A) /68/. Already in

the framework of a macroscopic-microscopic scission point model

with account for energy balance (1) /21a/ fission modes may be

deduced. They correspond to extrema in the potential energy

surface in the deformation space close to scission point. Within

the ^-parameterization /69/ of deformed fragments at scission, the

positions of these extrema have been determined as function of

individual fragment deformation £ at scission point. The result is

represented in Fig. 10. Accordingly, average neutron multiplicity

v(A) reflects the occurrence of the fission modes as function of

mass asymmetry. In particular, the triple saw-tooth measured by

Budtz-Jorgensen and Knitter /51/ can be explained (as already done

by Brosa). Results are shown in Fig. 11.

Finally, we discuss the influence of fission modes on the

distribution in E for A = 132, i.e. the nearly double-magic

fragment. It arises in the standard 1 fission mode mainly.

However, a competing fission channel for this mass split is

standard 2. Fig. 12 represents the distribution P(E ) obtained in

0 . 1 6 | i i i i i i i i i

0.12

STANDARD 1

252-Cf(sf), A = 132

STANDARD 2

0.04

0-00 o 20 „ 40 60

E

Fig. 12 Calculational distribution P(E ) for the fragment with
A=132 from 252-Cf(sf)
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Fig. 13 Average CMS emission energy of neutrons from " Cf(sf)
as function of fragment mass number (dots - /51/, crosses - /32/,
line - cascade evaporation calculation)

the framework of the above scission point model. It shows a

high-energy component due to standard 2. Its yield is strongly

parameter dependent. It should be taken as an qualitative picture.

However, this appearance gives a possible explanation of the old

discrepancy between measured average CMS emission energies of

neutrons from

132 (Fig. 13).

252Cf(sf) and evaporation calculations for A around

4. "SECONDARY" MECHANISMS

The most challenging question in fission neutron mechanism

studies concerns any deviations from the "normal" one, which are

due to "non-asymptotic" conditions.

4.1. Spission neutrons

Started in the early sixties, several groups /32-36/ analyzed

multiparameter data on fission neutron emission, e.g. angular

inclusive or exclusive distributions, in order to derive

informations about scission neutrons. The analysis procedures were

commonly based on the assumption that

(i) scission neutrons are emitted isotropically in LS, and
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(ii) simple evaporation ansatzes with parameters deduced from

the experiment (1) describe the "normal" component due to

statistical neutron emission from fully accelerated

fragments.

In most cases, the enhancement of the 0=90 deg data (either yield

or spectral distribution) with reference to the evaporation

calculation was interpreted as due to scission neutrons. Their

total yield was found in the range between 0 % /35/ and 25 % /37/.

Further studies included the investigation of scission neutron

yield as function of TKE. Here, an increase /43/, independence

/37/ as well as decrease /42/ was found by different authors.

Contradictory results were also published about the average

emission energy of scission neutrons: 1.65 MeV /42/, 2.0 MeV /44/,
252

2.4 MeV /37/, and 2.6 MeV /32/ (for Cf(sf)). More recent

studies indicate that the scission neutron yield is very small

(according to /70/, v = (0.01 + 0.003), i.e. about 0.27 %, with
S C 252

an average emission energy of 0.4 MeV for Cf(sf)) or vanishing

/50/ (estimation of a 5 % upper yield of secondary neutrons

accounting for theoretical as well as experimental uncertainties).

A brief evaluation of analysis procedures will be given in Section

5.

The theoretical understanding of particle emission close to

scission point is still a challenging problem. After a more

general discussion by Stavinsky /71/, Fuller /72/ was the first

who studied the effect of single-particle excitation due to rapid

changes of the nuclear potential during the descent from saddle to

scission point. In /73/, calculations were performed for more

realistic potentials. However, the strong dependence of the

calculated particle yields on input parameters , (e.g. time

constants) do not allow for any definite conclusions about this

mechanism. Rubchenya /74/ investigated single-particle excitations

due to the snatching of a strongly deformed fragment just after

scission. Consequently, scission neutrons are expected for

scission configurations with high deformation of at least one

fragment. Based on a similar picture, Madler /75/ proposed the

catapult mechanism and studied it within time-dependent Hartree-

Fock calculations. The two-centre shell model connected with the

assumption of an "activated" particle was the basis for the study

by Milek et al. /76/. The angular distributions calculated in this
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work are clearly not isotropic, but exhibit an interference

structure. These results are in contradiction with the previous

assumption that scission neutrons are an isotropic component /32/.

4.2. Neutron emission during fragment acceleration

The scission neutron mechanisms proposed by Rubchenya,

Madler, and Milek et al. must be classified into a time scale just

after scission, i.e. these are, strictly speaking, part of neutron

emission during fragment acceleration. In general, this component

firstly discussed by Eismont /77/ and studied by Pik-Pitchak /78/

within a simple evaporation approach ("abrupt" dissipation limit)

has to be separated from the main evaporation mechanism because of

different kinematic conditions and other excitation states in the

dissipating fragments. Earlier works were based on the assumption

that the asymptotic excitation energy is already available at

scission point /78,79/ (i.e. "abrupt" dissipation) and that

neutrons are evaporated from thermal equilibrium. This gives rise

to an enhancement of neutron emission in equatorial direction (£ =

90 deg). Considering the post-scission dynamics studied by Samanta

et al. /80/, different versions of characteristic dissipation time

scales were assumed in the framework of a time-dependent cascade

evaporation model in /81/. It was shown that the influence of the

neutron emission during fragment acceleration on the total

distribution N(E,#) is strongly dependent on the characteristic

dissipation time. Within the "moderate" limit /80/ ("slow"

dissipation), neutron emission is reduced at O close to 90 deg

because of the "weak" CMS spectra in the time range up to about 5
-20

10 s after scission. The opposite effect appears assuming

"abrupt" dissipation (as already discussed). Neutron evaporation

during fragment acceleration is illustrated in the Figs. 14-16.

The figures show clearly that the emission component of

neutrons appearing during fragment acceleration is strongly

dependent on dissipation mechanism, which is, however, not well

understood. Hence, the effect studied gives rise to principal

theoretical uncertainties of fission neutron calculations and,

consequently, of mechanism studies.

A statistical description of neutron emission during fragment

acceleration within multistep reaction theory was firstly proposed

in /52/. According to Eq. (3), the fragments at scission point are
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Fig. 14 Kinetic energy per
nucleon and excitation energy
of symmetric fragments from
252-Cf(sf) and average CMS
energy of neutrons as function
of time after scission /81/

10
60 90

8 (degl

Fig. 15 Angular distribu-
zion of neutrons for fixed
LS energy (E = 2 MeV) as
function of t 781/

Fig. 16 Percentage deviation of the total angular distributions
of E = 2 MeV neutrons from the "asymptotic" SMA calculation.
Calculations were performed for "abrupt" (solid), "fast" (dashed),
and "moderate" (dashed-dotted) dissipation /81/.

characterized by deformation energy E. ~(i) and a certain fraction

f(i) of intrinsic excitation energy E available at scission. In

number

(11)
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order to simulate an initial distribution p (n) in exciton

n one may assume

p (n) = a S + (1 -a) 6 -
ov ' nnQ

 v ' nn



with the initial exciton number (doorway state) n as the starting

condition for dissipation of E. „ into intrinsic excitation

energy, and n as the average exciton number corresponding to the

the fraction f(i)E > which is assumed to be in thermal
sc

equilibrium. The fraction « is given by the ratio

a = Edef / <Edef + f Esc > = Edef ' E*" <12>

It can be deduced in the framework of an energy partition model

(scission point model) with account for energy conservation as

proposed in /63,82/. The statistical multistep reaction theory

/83,84/ can be applied to the present problem. The statistical

multistep compound part (SMC)

O - E rn/h [ r<
o) V ) + r<->%> ] (13)

n

as evident here is described on the basis of the master equation

(in time-integrated form)

- h po (n> = r £ r < * > Tn-2 + r<nl?<*> Tn+2

leading to the average lifetime T of the exciton state n. The

damping width r and the escape width r enter the equations for

exciton number changes An = +2, 0, and -2 corresponding to the

superscripts (+), (0), and (-), respectively. The total width F

is the sum of all damping and escape width. Within the closed-form

SMC approach applied here, all matrix elements for bound-bound

transitions I£D cancel exactly in the sum of Eq. (13), since the
CD

matrix elements for bound-unbound transitions defining the escape
2

widths are represented in terms of Inn- Hence, the shape of the

SMC spectrum is independent of Igo> but is mainly determined by

the single-particle state density. This SMC approach has

successfully been verified (cf. applications to nuclear reactions

up to energies of about 100 MeV /84/ together with the description

of the statistical multistep direct part). The SMC approach to

fission neutron emission was tested at first assuming the

equilibrium limit (emission from fully accelerated fragments). An

example is shown in Fig. 17.
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1 0 ;

SMC (eq.)

evaluation

1 0 - 1 10

LS — energy (MeV)
10

2 5 2Fig. 17 SMC spectrum of Cf(sf) neutrons (equilibrium limit)
in comparison with Mannharts /64/ evaluation (taken from /52/)

o O-

252,
Fig. 18 Ratio of SMC to SMC(eq) calculation for Cf(sf) in the
LS variable field (E,e>
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The SMC results including preequilibrium emission during

fragment acceleration, which were obtained with account for CMS-LS

transformation as function of time after scission, do not

significantly differ from the equilibrium limit SMC(eq) but in

equatorial direction and at high energies. This fact is

illustrated in Fig. 18. The LS variable region at & close to 90

deg and at high emission energy is characterized by a very low

emission probability, where experimental data exhibit rather large

uncertainties. Recent measurements /50,51,85/ indicate that a

preequilibrium component is probably existing. However, a clear

confirmation of this effect is still open.

4,3. Neutrons from He—decay after ternary fission events

Neutron release in nuclear fission after the decay of He

nuclei was studied by Cheifetz et al. /86/. However, ternary

fission events with He production is very rare. About 11 % of a
252

particles from Cf(sf) fission are originally released as

5 -22

n-unstable He nuclei which decay with a halflife of about 8 10

s /86/. Calculations were performed /2/ assuming isotropic decay

in CMS, a time-dependent distribution of He kinetic energy, and

an angular distribution of He nuclei with reference to fission

axis as for He. The result is shown in Fig. 19. As to be

expected, the angular distribution is pronounced at equatorial

direction. The course of the 1 MeV angular distribution is caused

by kinematic effects.

llT

Fig. 19 Calculated angular
distribution of neutrons from
5-He decay (parameter - LS
energy [MeV])
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Comparing these results with the total distribution of

fission neutrons one can see that this component is less

important.

5. THE MECHANISM PUZZLE - CHANCES AMD DEFICIENCIES

In summary, it is emphasized that mechanisms of neutron

emission in low-energy fission other than evaporation from fully

accelerated fragments are really secondary. Deviations of

differential (exclusive) experimental data from SMA predictions

are commonly a consequence of non-adequate assumptions concerning

the fragment distribution P (in particular, drastic variable

averaging), sometimes neglection of fission mode influences as

discussed above and rough CMS spectrum approximations. Only after

clarifying these circumstances, one should draw definite

conclusions about any secondary mechanisms. The derivation of CMS

spectrum parameters from experimental data and the application of

such (rough) spectrum ansatzes to describe differential LS

emission probabilities as done in several previous works must be

evaluated as at least crucial. Chances to get more informations

about fission neutron mechanisms should be seen in combining

further precise exclusive measurements of multiparameter fission

neutron data with detailed theoretical descriptions on the basis

of full-scale fragment distributions as discussed in this work.

6. MULTIPLE-CHANCE FTSSIOK

At neutron incident energy above about 6 MeV, multiple chance

fission reactions (n,xnf) appear in neutron induced reactions of

actinide nuclei. The neutrons emitted before, but in coincidence

with fission are called pre-fission neutrons. Their emission

mechanisms are identical to those known from nuclear reaction

studies. Besides equilibrium emission described by the use of

statistical methods (Hauser-Feshbach, Weisskopf-Ewing, or any

other), pre-equilibrium emission and direct processes appear. From

the energetic point of view, the only one condition for a multiple

chance fission is the constraint that the rest excitation energy

after one (or more) neutron emissions is above the fission barrier

B_. The partial fission cross sections together with the pre-

fission neutron spectra were described within the evaporation

limit /8/ or by using Hauser-Feshbach theory extended by a pre-
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equilibrium description /6,7/ (code STAPRE). Recently, Polster /9/

proposed a method for including the fission channel in the

statistical multistep reaction theory of Kalka /84/. Here, fission

is a further competing channel within SMC. The exciton-number

dependent fission escape widths were deduced on the basis of

statistical arguments:

(15)

with E' as the energy of the collective fission degree of freedom.

Here, E p N is the excitation energy of the actinide compound system

decaying either by particle (neutron) emission, r-ray emission or
238

fission. Results are presented for neutron induced fission of U

in Fig. 20 and 21.
1500

1000

o
CD

CO
w
w
o
t-
u

500

238

- ENDF/B-V

- EXIFON(fis)

5 10
Incident Energy

15
[ MeV ]
23B.Fig. 20 Fission cross section for "U(n,xnf). Calculated

results obtained within statistical multistep reaction theory
extended by the fission channel are compared with ENDF/B-V data.

238

The fission neutron spectrum for U + n (14.7 MeV) consists

of three partial post-fission neutron spectra calculated by the

use of FINESSE /63/ (on the basis of an macroscopic-microscopic

energy partition model including mass asymmetry dependence) as

well as the pre-fission neutron spectra from the (n,nf) and the

(n,2nf) reaction obtained within EXIFON (statistical multistep

reaction theory code /84/) extended by the fission channel. The

calculated data are in good agreement with measured results.
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Fig. 21 U fission neutron spectrum at 14.7 MeV incidence
energy (* - /87/). EXIFON results are presented for two versions:
(i) EXIFON including renormalization on the basis of STAPRE
partial fission cross sections, <ii) EXIFON with fission channel.

7. SUMMARY

The present review on mechanisms of fission neutron emission

started with a brief discussion of dynamical aspects in nuclear

fission, since neutron release in fission is strongly

connected with the time evolution of the fissioning/scissioning

system. Whereas fission neutron observables are well reproduced on

the basis of statistical model approaches assuming equilibrium

emission from fully accelerated fragments, all possible mechanisms

appearing in time scales close to scission point are less

understood. At present, it is not possible to draw any definite

conclusions about the features of secondary mechanisms, e.g. in

quantitative manner. However, several theoretical works discussed

in this paper give hints about main characteristics. The

representation of the SMA outcomes were mainly based on results

obtained at TU Dresden. Nevertheless, the present review gives a

general evaluation of experimental and theoretical work in the

field.

Clearly, post-fission neutron emission is mainly due to

evaporation from fully accelerated fragments. The present status

of our knowledge about secondary mechanisms is still crucial.
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However, it is justified to consider only equilibrium from fully

accelerated fragments in calculations for practical purposes

(provided that the main characteristics like the complex fragment

occurrence probability are adequately accounted for).

Finally, it is pointed out that any investigations of fission

neutron emission mechanisms have to involve sufficient complexity

and' accuracy in experiment and theory in order to avoid

nonreliable conclusions. Any results should be carefully evaluated

considering experimental as well as theoretical uncertainties.
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